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Focus on what you can control

◦ As Prison Staff we are often held accountable for things which are outside of our control, like the behaviour of Prisoners or 

meeting targets.

◦ Remember, we don't actually control the Prisoners in our care. However, you can still be a really good role model and you 

can focus on what is under your control.

◦ Budget cuts, changes to the regime and other staff are outside of your control, so you can only focus on your own 

thoughts, intentions, the words you speak and most importantly your actions.

◦ The Stoics encourage us to visualize circles around us. 

◦ The first circle is around ourselves: we must sort out our own issues first before we can effectively help others. Focus on your own 

perceptions, effectively sorting events into “can control” and “can’t control.” 

◦ Then focus on other circles such as family, friends, colleagues, and prisoners in our care. 

◦ Working with Prisoners can be incredibly rewarding. We have the power to prevent many future victims in our 

communities. We will be most effective by focusing exclusively on what we think, say, our behaviour and the goals we set. 
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Be a good role model

◦ We are in a powerful position as Prison Staff. We have a chance to be a good role model to Prisoners and other staff. 

Marcus Aurelius spent a lot of time in the Meditations reminding himself about all the people who have been teachers 

and mentors to him.

◦ Even if a Prisoner has no other good role model in their life, and although your time with them is short, you could still 

make the difference to them being able to live a good life.

◦ Look for your own role models. Did you have a particular Prison Officer who made the difference to you? If you need 

inspiration, read Book 1 of Marcus Aurelius' Meditations.

◦ Stoics strive to be excellent people: wise, fair, kind, courageous, and self-controlled.

◦ Think about how you can demonstrate these virtues whilst on duty.

◦ Look for "teachable moments" when you can help Prisoners to reflect on the virtues.

◦ It is so important to show Prisoners how you reflect and improve on your own behaviour. If you make it ok to make 

mistakes and to learn from them, Prisoners will be given permission to do that too! 

◦ Try to show the Prisoners how you work on your emotional regulation, e.g. ‘I used to get really upset about getting a bad result because 
I was thinking that results were all that mattered. In the end I realized that someone could get great results and still not be living a good 
life.’  Spending time in Prison may have been the most important thing someone ever did, if they reflect on their life and make changes.
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Build a good relationship

◦ Try to establish a culture of it being ok to make mistakes, that through overcoming challenges we grow and become 

more resilient. When I make a mistake at work, I try to deliberately share this with colleagues so that I am modelling that it 

is ok to be wrong. What matters is that we are aiming to learn, not that we need to start with all the answers.

◦ Encourage Prisoners to become mentors themselves. Can they teach a friend or the whole class something they have 

learned? Can they teach you? Openly discuss how wisdom, self-control, courage and justice make a good person. Can 

they apply these values when they are in the role of mentor?

◦ Remember you will need courage to have authority on the landings. It takes strength of character to be able to say no to 

a Prisoner, and to deal with them not ‘liking’ you. If you act with respect and self-control, having clear rules can help make 

the Wing a fun and safe place to be.

◦ Remember that humour is really important on the Wing when used wisely. It can help us come together as a community 

and can remind us about what is important when we are feeling stressed. Being able to joke about things going wrong 

can create stronger bonds and give us all permission to admit we are not perfect!
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Applying the 4 Cs of Stoicism
Remember the 4 Cs of Stoicism from Stoicare.com? Let's apply them specifically to being a worker in a custodial setting:

◦ Character

◦ When things are challenging in the Prison, can you remind yourself that what is important is behaving with wisdom? Could you 

take a moment to breathe and then respond in a way that shows courage, kindness, and self-control?

◦ Cosmos

◦ Think about all the colleagues in all the Prisons around the world at this moment, struggling with Prisoners with their multitude 

of issues. Feel your connection with them, they are your brothers and sisters. If things are challenging, consider whether it will 

matter in a week or a month or a year? Can you bring a plant or other natural materials into your wing office to remind you of 

your connection with nature?

◦ Control

◦ Remember to that although you can aim at helping all the Prisoners in your care, you are not in control of their choices. They 

are independent of you and you are only one of many influencing factors in their eventual results. Therefore, focus on what 

you can control and do not be unkind to yourself when Prisoners fail despite your best efforts.

◦ Choice

◦ Remember you always have a choice about how to respond in any situation. Make a choice that reflects your true 

character!
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Resources

For Prison Staff

◦ The Epictetus Club by Jeff Traylor

◦ The Daily Stoic by Ryan Holiday

◦ Lessons in Stoicism by John Sellars

◦ A Guide to the Good Life by William B. Irvine 

◦ How to Think Like a Roman Emperor by Donald 

Robertson
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https://www.amazon.com/Epictetus-Club-Lessons-Walls/dp/0941467090/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=the+epictetus+club&qid=1638286538&qsid=142-5046954-5797202&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0941467090%2CB010EWLYDA%2C3952506907%2CB0007E6OX6%2C1939358221%2CB001FA0NSS%2CB08SGWNLV9%2C0920219144%2CB08N13G3FG%2CB0006D2KFY%2C0920219365%2C0920219322%2CB01A3TNYWS%2C0920219241%2C1647397170%2CB000ET147K&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.com/Daily-Stoic-Meditations-Wisdom-Perseverance/dp/0735211736/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=daily+stoic&qid=1638286606&qsid=142-5046954-5797202&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0735211736%2C0525534393%2C9123860030%2C9124038059%2CB0915PKYT5%2C9123794186%2CB01N3MEQJC%2CB08W3K8PWF%2CB08JJQGVTR%2CB07HZMTPW4%2C0593191676%2C9124031429%2C0593299213%2C1941129463%2C0812968255%2CB099148XKV&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.com/Lessons-in-Stoicism/dp/014199004X/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=lessons+in+stoicism&qid=1638286671&qsid=142-5046954-5797202&s=books&sr=1-3&sres=014199004X%2CB07MY2VFQD%2CB098FGV1RR%2C1608686930%2C1615195335%2C0920219446%2CB09MQQVMYN%2C1641527218%2C0141993553%2C1608686884%2C0578736888%2C0691180504%2C1250158613%2C036714607X%2CB00XU6KOE8%2C1250315972&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.com/Guide-Good-Life-Ancient-Stoic/dp/0195374614/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=a+guide+to+the+good+life&qid=1638286731&qsid=142-5046954-5797202&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=0195374614%2CB00683GI9A%2CB085K7P21C%2C1582703736%2C0190887508%2C0062457721%2C0525566147%2C0393541495%2C1984896393%2C1952569362%2CB09FCHQXZ6%2CB07HPFZ28Y%2CB00DTUHIDA%2C0060735368%2C1533667926%2C198630423X&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://www.amazon.com/How-to-Think-Like-Roman-Emperor-audiobook/dp/B07F9YYR62/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=how+to+think+like+a+roman+emperor&qid=1638286778&qsid=142-5046954-5797202&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=1250621437%2C0735211736%2CB08SGWNLV9%2CB08M8Y5G36%2C0812968255%2CB07VXBGCX2%2C1945796065%2CB00G6WCGKI%2CB08Y4LBW68%2CB01N0Y7CIE%2CB08VR523DS%2C1567926118%2C1541673859%2CB08VXLRVS8%2CB01K3WN1BY%2CB097C299F4&srpt=ABIS_BOOK


Inspiration
◦ “Success consists of going from failure to failure without loss of 

enthusiasm.” - Winston Churchill

◦ “I never lose, I win or I learn.” - Nelson Mandela

◦ “If you’re going through Hell, keep on going.” - Winston Churchill 

o “What we face may look unsurmountable but what I’ve learned is that we 

are always stronger than we know.” - Arnold Schwarzenegger

o “You control your own life. Your own will is extremely powerful.”                   

- J.K. Rowling 
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